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Until recently, the spectroscopy of A-hypernuclei has been studied by use

of the well-known, strangeness-exchanging (K,n) reactions. These reactions

are typically characterized by small momentum transfer, q < qp, where qp

is the Fermi momentum. They populate preferentially states of low angular

momentum and are effective in producing "substitutior.al states" in which the A

has the same orbital as the neutron it replaces (AL=0).

For nuclei beyond the p-shell, the (K,n:) reactions become less effective

because the valence shells have high angular momentum and the bound A orbitals

couple to hole states with consequently high spin.

Accordingly, the use of the associated production reaction (TI+,K+) has

been proposed as effective in populating bound A levels in heavy hypernu-

clei . The elementary reaction cross section for n~+n-A-!-K~ peaks near 1050

MeV/c. The corresponding momentum transfer for nuclear conversion of 1050

MeV/c pions is about 350 MeV/c at 0°, and is well matched to states of high

spin. Since tbn. spin-flip amplitude is small, one populates states where

£n-HL̂ -!-J = even, the natural parity states.

Dover, Ludeking, and Walker and Bando and Motoba have shown that the

high spin selectivity picks out preferentially a series of states in which the

various A shell model orbitals (s,p,d,f,...) couple to the valence holes (p ,

d~ , f~~, g~ , . . . ) . This series strikingly dominates over other particle-hole

combinations and gives relatively simple spectra compared to (K,ic) reactions.

These sir.ple spectra are readily interpreted to give A single-particle level

spacings as a function of mass number, A. The cross sections for these states

are calculable by the distorted wave impulse approximation (DWIA) and can be

shown to be appreciable even for deeply-lying A orbitals.
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The first demonstration of the practicality of the (n+,K+) was presented

by Milner et al.1 for the case of 1 2C. Recently, the work of this pioneering

effort was extended to heavier hypernuclei by the collaboration of AGS

Experiment 796 (J.-C. Peng and ?. H. Pile, spokesmen). This is a preliminary

report of our results. Quoted energies and cross sections are subject to

further refinement and modifications.

The Low-Energy-Separated Beam I at the Brookhaven National Laboratory AGS

was used with the Moby Dick spectrometer. Table I summarizes our experimental

parameters. The detailed arrangement of the detectors of the experiment are

shown in fig. 1 a) at the mass slit, b) at the target position, and c) at the

rear of Moby Dick. Note that two ranges of beam intensity were used. A rate

of 2x10 pions per beam spill was used for targets of Be, C, H20, Si, and

Ca. A rate of 107/spill was used for 1 3C, 51V, Ca, and 9 9Y. The higher beam

rates were necessary for the lew cross sections (<<lu.b/sr) for the ground

states of heavier targets. A C.-7 cm Fb filter was used to evaluate the

effect of e~ bsas conzanina-ior. on the cross sections, but it was removed for

high rate —-inning. The ti-e-of-flight (TOF) scinrillators SI and 52 vere seg-

mented to reduce rate effects. The veto counter V, placed on the high nosen-

tun side of the incident bea=, and the Cerankov pion veto counter, C-,

served to reduce background in tu--= rear of the spectrometer. The targets i"C

and "V were run, simultaneous!}, in tandem; a reaction vertex cut allowed

clean separation of the spectra. The presence of carbon in S2 and C_

allowed simultaneous nonitoring with all targets, so we had continuous energy

and cross section calibration with respect to '^C.

i'arr. of the ^' C data is shown in fig. 2. The carbon was in the fora

of a plastic scintillator and a pulse height cut could be imposed to enhance

the hypernucleus signal. As is evident, the cut discriminates strongly

against quasifree A formation, in which the A escapes from the target.

The low-A targets ^9Be, ^ C, and 0 are grouped together in fig.

3. The spectroscopy of p-shell hypernuclei is well understood, and the

positions of the peaks observed here correspond well to the predictions of

Auerbach et al.' for the AL>0 transition strengths. Figure 4 shows a portion

of the spectrum for Si. The major peaks undoubtedly correspond to the

series [-5/2" ; s^, p^, djj. A shell spacing of about 9 MeV is

evident. The ground state peak is produced at a cross section of =1.8 ub/sr.



^'+0Ca and ^ V are also shown in fig. 4. ^* Ca does not exhibit

pronounced peaks; evidently at least two series contribute strongly: the

d5/? and CI3/9 valence shells. We suppose that these series overlap to

produce a smoother spectrum. ^ V shows evidence for the fy/2 series.

In fig. 5 the ^ Y spectrum is shown. The 'Y indicates quite clearly the

gg/7 series; the average level spacing is about 7 MeV. The ground state

cross section appears to be about 0.6 ub/sr.

All of the spectra for hypernuclei above the p-shell show the presence of

a continuum apparently underlying the peaks of the bound state region. The

continuum is made up of the fragmentation of the particle-hole strength into

more complicated excitations. Another factor contributing to the spreading

width is nucleon emission (the nuclear Auger effect). A large fraction—

perhaps of the order of 50%—of the bound state spectrum is in the continuum.

Finally, fig. 6 shows a plot, for our data only, of -he binding energy

against A~-'^, assuming the lowest energy peak we observe is the ground

state. The data appear to be consistent with systeaatics of A-binding

energies from emulsion data..

We conclude that we have demonstrated the effectiveness of the associated

production, the (-ft~,K~) technique, for obtaining hypemuclear spectra across

the whole periodic table.
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Table 1. Relevant experimental parameters.

Targec

9 Be
1 2 C
13C**

1 60***

2 3 Si*

^°Ca*

= -v
"" Y

Thickness

gm/cnT

2.35-

various 2-4

2.0

3 .0

4.03

4.03

2.S9

Run Tiine for Spectrum

Shown (hrs)

27

13.5

23

43.4

73.3

109.5

23

88

i:"r intensity

at target

= 2xlO6/sec

2xlO6, l.OxlO7

l.OxlO7

2.0xl06

2.0xl06

2xlO6, lxlO7

ixlO7

ixlO7

natural target

*scin:iilc~cr live target

^^in water

beam: ?_ = 1050 MeV/c

~-r = 1 0

Figures

1. Arrangement of detectors ar the mass slit of LESs-1 (top), at the target

position (nidcle), and at the rear of the Moby Dick spectrometer (bottom).

2. The C test spectrum without (top) and with (bottom) a live target cut.

3. The spectra for £13C, and A.16O.

. The Cu+,Kt) spectra for A
2 SSi, , and

5. Tne (i:'!",K'') spectra for »W'Y and the detail near the ground state of

. 8 9Y

6. The plot of 3A against A~^/3p
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Fieure 1

Arrangement of detectors at the mass slit of LESB-1 (top), ar the target

position (middle), and at the rear of the Moby Dick spectrometer (bottom).
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12The C test spectrum without (top) and with (bottom) a live target cut.
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The (r.~,K~) spectra for ̂ W'Y and the

detail near the ground state of ^"9Y.
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